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After arriving from a cold snap in Cape Town via Johannesburg, Cairo in the height 
of summer was a bit of a shock climate wise. We were the second group of SA 
sailors in as Coach Claire and Chiara Fruet had arrived ahead of us by one day due 
to a separate arrangement necessitated by Chiara flying out to the worlds 
immediately after the Egyptian regatta (more on that later). 

The customs, immigration, and the transfer to Alexandria went smoothly enough and 
we were greeted by Claire and Chiara in the University compound where we were 
billeted. We were the first arrivals and there was nothing really to do for the day, so 
we managed to arrange a bus down to the regatta venue to check things out and to 
introduce ourselves to the organisers. The only activity were some of the Egyptian 
team who were trying to get a head start on the boat measuring before the rest of the 
teams started arriving.  

That evening, Claire and I drew up a list of things that had to be done prior to and 
during the regatta. We divided these between ourselves and agreed not to overlap 
any. This was to prove quite crucial in helping develop a working relationship, which 
proved to be ultimately succesful. 

On Day 2, I had arranged an early boat measurement to avoid the the masses 
arriving later. There was a small problem with Bryan Carstens’ sail with a required 
batten patch being undersized. The only stickyback patch material we had was blue 
– not the required white. However, the class measurer agreed that if we couldn’t find 
white patches, he would allow blue (on the basis that it was changed before the next 
santioned regatta). 

It transpired that the Egyptians had been let down by the boat suppliers Winner of 
Denmark, who had renaged on supplying them. There were some politicking reasons 
for this within IODA which I won’t go into, but the Egyptians had moved heaven and 
earth to get 50 boats of a similar standard together and laid on a free rub down and 
polishing service to those who felt they needed it. 

On Day 3, I managed to conclude all the financial arrangements with the Organisers 
–  cash only, on the beach, under a bridge, in the breeze! Bank notes and contracts 
flying around in the wind, no receipts available – not good for the nerves. 

And that completed all the formalities for team SA, the rest of the teams were 
arriving, the hostel was filling up, and there was a delightful atmosphere of Egyptian 
chaos. 

But we were good to go! 

 



Conditions 

The conditions for the SA sailors could not have been in more contrast to both the 
Cape and Gauteng based kids. The wind hovered around the 9 – 11 knots region for 
the first 3 days with a particularly sloppy bouncy sea. There was a refractory wave 
effect which echoed from the shore and I would have prefered the organisers to hold 
the races further offshore than they did.  

Due to the 30 – 33 degree heat, the wind pressure density was far less than we were 
used to coming straight out of winter – no other teams suffered this and indeed, it 
played right into the hands of those coming out of summer and tropical regions. The 
Angolan, Mozambiqan, and Egyptian coaching staff were looking quite pleased with 
conditions, but Claire and I knew it was going to be tough for the SA sailors. 

One of the parents, Richard Wiederholdt and I were hosted on a cabin cruiser for the 
races (see my Captain Mohamed chronicles on the website), and we had the 
advantage of being 35 feet above the water and thus could see over the whole race 
course. Claire, in contrast was stuck at see level on a RIB. In hindsite, I should have 
suggested that Claire watch a few races from where we were! It became apparent 
that there was a persistant left hand curve to the wind which was always onshore 
from the North West. This meant that the left hand side of the course was worth 
around an 50 – 100 yard advantage at the top mark.  

For the entire regatta, none our sailors used this to their advantage, electing to go 
right or up the middle. 

For the final day, the wind picked up to a whopping 13 knots with a surging swell. 
Marginally better for our guys, but there was only one race. There were several 
restarts due to the swell that carried sailors over the line, and when the race finally 
got underway, Tristan was very unlucky to be called OCS.  

Performance 

Right from the word go, the Angolans looked very good, and the Egyptians who had 
12 sailors we not far behind. 

There is no doubt in my mind that the conditions helped the Angolans a lot, and the 
Egyptian were on home turf. The U.A.E. Worlds team was over from the Gulf and 
were using the regatta as a warm up for Thailand. Their coach also confirmed that 
their local conditions were similar to Alexandria, but less swell. 

To be blunt - with the exception of one sailor, Bryan Carstens;  our team performed 
well below of what they were capable of. There are many reason for this, which I will 
go into later herein. The main area where our guys struggled was the first 10 minutes 
up the first beat. Thereafter, they tended to hold – if not even improve their positions 
they were in at the top mark. Boat speed was NOT a problem.  

Also encouraging is the fact that there was on average only 10 minutes between first 
and last places, and our top 4 sailors generally finished within 5 minutes of the 
leaders. 

I have no doubt that 2 of the sailors were worthy of a top 10 result, 2 others should 
have been in the top 20, and the 5th sailor in the top 35. 

 

 



Diagnosis  

As stated in the previous paragraph, the main problem was the first few minutes after 
the start. The sailors generally had OK’ish starts, but then in the crowded post start 
melee’, immediately had problems establishing a clear lane, combined with battling 
on what to prioritise – boatspeed or position.  

Bryan Carstens got it right time and time again just by focussing on straight line 
speed, and he wound up being the top SA sailor despite never having beaten some 
of the other kids in a single race before Egypt! 

The starts themselves were not too bad, but this is something that always needs to 
be worked on in SA. Big fleets with a similar skill level is a theme opposite to what 
SA kids encounter regularly. 

Too many times, all the SA sailors arrived way too early on the Starboard layline– 
leaving up up to a 300 yard starboard tack to the top mark at times. This led to 
repeated overstanding of the top mark when there was a small wind shift, losing 
many yards to those who got it right. 

Some sailors battled with the course geometry and were convinced they were on the 
left hand side of the course when the video/photograhs clearly illustrated otherwise.  

To a man the Angolans all went left in EVERY race, even sailing deep into the 
gradual header on the early starboard tack, only to be lifted towards the top mark 
once they tacked onto port. The average number of tacks on the first beat for the 
leading Angolans was 5 – 3 in the first 2 minutes.  Compare this with over 12 for our 
guys (20 in one case). Boatspeed was the key in this regatta. We had it, but did not 
use it. 

Once figuring they were not doing well, our guys lost a bit of intensity in the regatta 
and began to focus more on the more social aspects, making friends and playing 
around in the hostel after wards each day. 

No team racing training. Not even one days worth. We lost every match in this 
discipline and were knocked out at the first opportunity. Enough said 

Conclusion 

The work up for the regatta was simply not intensive enough. Claire was appointed 
coach for both Africans and Worlds in mid April, but was only available to coach from 
mid May for an event in July! 

Squad training consisted of 3 days sailing per week with very little club or inter-club 
competition sailing. Compared to what other squads are doing, this is not enough.  

We also needed to try and coach in conditions similar to where we were going. 
Training in 25 knots in 15 degrees temp is boat time, granted - but did not benefit us 
for the conditions we knew we were going to encounter. 

Coaching – this is an area which desperately needs addressing in SA. The advanced 
level coaching standard across the board is just not good enough for us to be on par 
with other nations. This might sound harsh on Claire, and to be fair – she really did 
her best and put her heart into both Africans and Worlds projects. But we need to 
import some knowledge if we are going to have any future success. 

 



There is a lack of quality regattas for Optimists in SA. The key events being the 
Youth Nationals and the Provincials, which add up to 5 major regattas available but 
only 3 being mandatory for national squad sailors. In the Cape we are fortunate to 
have the Southern Charter Series which add another 3. This adds up to 6 reasonably 
sized regattas annually but only the top 10 sailors at any major regatta are of any 
real consequense . Compare this to the UK club scene where there are dedicated 
regattas 3 weekends out of 4 where the fleets number 35+ boats. We need to 
promote the class to get the numbers up desperately. 

Selection - one of the International Judges who has been involved with IODA for 
many years, remarked that our sailors were heavier and bigger than the average at 
the regatta. With the exception of the Seychelloise, this was true. The same judge 
advised that selectors need to research the conditons at upcoming events and select 
the appropriately sized sailors. 

To give you an idea of how strict the Egyptians were on selection, only 3 of their 13 
strong team were not from Alexandria. They also did not field their full allotment of 
sailors – anyone not deemed good enough to enter was refused entry. This has 
something to do with the disbursement of National Colours. They, along with the 
other African nations elected not to  enter the Worlds, but the UAE crowd (beaten 
soundly in Egypt) did, and performed reasonably in Thailand. It would have been 
very interesting to see how the Angolans and Egyptians performed at Worlds had 
they have gone. 

Another aspect of the home Federation was team discipline. Two sailors were sent 
home with no questions asked, after a relatively small incident in the hostel which 
resulted in a broken window. I found out later that one of the kids involved was one of 
their top sailors, expected to excel in the regatta. 

Parental Involvement. I am well aware of the fact that parents pay the bills, but 
certain parents want to involve themselves in the class’s running to the extent that 
that it is unhealthy. I don’t know what the Northern Region situation is but in the 
Cape, there is too much parental involvement in High Performance training – period! 

On the Sunny Side 

I believe that despite the dissappointments of the African Championship and later, 
the Worlds, that our kids benefitted enormously from the whole experience. It has 
tee’d them up for success in whatever classes they choose to go into from Oppies. 
The experience and skills they have acquired along the journey to both Africans or 
Worlds may not have matured, but the foundations have been laid and won’t go 
away. 

In the Cape region, there is already a stirring interest in  more complex boats such as 
the 420 and Dabchicks. Helen Janse van Vuuren followed up the African Champs by 
attending the World Mirror Champs and I am informed the results were much better 
and the whole experience was positive. 

Tristan Tomlinson has transisioned into the Laser 4.7 and I am busy fairing down the 
gel filler on his new boat as I write this.  

Alex Wiederholdt has made the move to Dabchicks and his Dad informs me he is 
enjoying it immensely. 

Chiara Fruet and Ross MacKinnon along with Matt Ashwell, Jared Tyler, Karl 
Hofmeyr and Alex Falcon from the Worlds team remain in Optimists. Their job for the 
next year is to inspire the generation behind them.  



Recommendations for future tours 

 

• A more assertive management of these projects by the Class. 

• A realisation that representing the Nation is a privelige, not a right by fiscal 
means. 

• A balancing of squad training, with club racing. Squad training in itself with no 
real competition is an exercise in diminishing returns. 

• Start the financial planning and payments MUCH earlier.  

• Sailors entering selections should have at least half their finances paid to the 
class by selections. This gives the project more liquidity and buying power. 
Sailors who don’t make the cut have their money returned less admin costs. 
Paul Tyler as treasurer, was reduced to a role of debt collector in the weeks 
running up to both events. 

• Much less parental involvement across the board – from training to travel 
arrangements. Nothing new here, this is a key condition of other Federations.  

• Readily available templates of  the coach, manager and treasurer’s roles. 

• A stated policy of what expenses incurred by the manager and coach are 
covered by the class. 

• Import recognised coaching expertise at least twice annually. Ultimately over 
time, anyone wishing to do HP optimist coaching will have to be exposed to 
this. Again, the class will have to facilitate this. (as I write this, there is one 
parent organising a foreign coach to visit SA. Without the proper structures in 
place and template development, this just creates chaos). 

• Sailors must support their local club’s activities in addition to squad training 
to ensure there is a generation following behind.  

• Market the class via the yacht clubs. Don’t expect support from SAS in this 
regard. The class must be more pro active in this – for instance, there is no 
marketing position on the Optimist EXCO. 


